
Eliza eWallet
Global digital solution for the distribution of economic aid



Eliza eWallet is a global digital solution for the distribution of economic aid. 
It offers an alternative to both over-the-counter and mobile cash transfer 
schemes, addressing their respective limitations in terms of beneficiary 

enrollment, delivery and control

Economic stimulus



What is eWallet?
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eWallet generates both paper and 
digital vouchers

Vouchers are distributed to the 
citizens or tourists for their use in 
business from specific activities 
(restaurants, hospitality, retail, 

services, …)

Vouchers are accepted by businesses 
as a secure payment method using 

an App. They receive the bank 
transfer in real time



MIMCOL Vouchers

MALTA - Ministry for the Economy
Investment and Small Businesses

Use Case

Voucher scan and 
transaction image 

storage

Real time money transfer 
to the businesses

Country Malta

Administr. Ministry for the Economy
Investment and Small Businesses

Goal Reactivation economic sectors damaged by 
covid-19 crisis

Amounts 40.000.000€ (July 2020)
50.000.000€ (January 2021)

Types Two 20€ voucher types

Distribution 80% Restaurants and hospitality
20% Retail and services

Reference vouchersmimcol.com

http://vouchersmimcol.com


Areas
Stimulus plans for 
economic sectors

Help to tourism and travel 
sector

People at risk of poverty or 
social exclusion

Eliza eWallet solves distribution of 
stimulus and helps sectors such as 

restaurants, hospitality or small 
commerce. All of the population will 

benefit as the vouchers are 
distributed among each and every 

citizen. This helps in reactivating the 
economy, both for the citizens as well 
as in the affected business sectors.

Eliza eWallet is the perfect tool to 
distribute aid in the current Covid-19 

crisis

Eliza eWallet delivers vouchers to 
tourists and visitors for their use in 

attractions, restaurants and hotels. It 
will not only help them in these 

difficult times but will also act as a 
incentive to promote tourism in the 

area

Eliza eWallet is a perfect tool to route 
aid for the part of the population 

which are at risk of poverty or social 
exclusion. It helps tracking the 

correct usage of the funds. Auditing 
this usage is extremely easy and 

effective.



Workflow
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BUSINESS SIGN-UP CITIZENS USE ONLINE GUIDE 
TO FIND BUSINESSES 
ACCEPTING VOUCHERS

VOUCHER GENERATION VOUCHER DISTRIBUTION 
AND ACTIVATION

The public administration 
configures which establishments 
or groups of the population are 
candidates to receive the help or 
stimulus plan. Eliza eWallet 
generates unique activation 
codes to ensure that it’s only 
those sectors and citizens who 
are the ones to receive the 
financial help

Eliza eWallet generates the 
vouchers according to the 
configured types and amounts. This 
way, the help may be distributed, 
unbalanced, in different sectors 
according to specific needs in with a 
precise approach.

Vouchers are sent to citizenship or 
tourists in paper or digitally into 
their eWallet. This way, the people 
are the first receiving the stimulus 
financial help, which they will use 
in the specific agreed economy 
sectors.

In the campaign period (2, 3 
months…) citizens use the vouchers 
across the businesses and services 
chosen to receive the aid.



Workflow
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TRANSACTION REAL TIME TRANSFER TO 
BUSINESS

Business simply need to scan the voucher or eWallet 
screen to redeem the voucher. A picture of the 
receipt/ticket is usually required as a proof of the 
transaction and later audited.

Funds are transferred in real time to the businesses without 
unnecessary delays and with no need of any manual processing.



Main features

Similar to cash Traceability
Blockchain

Secure and easy 
management

Multiple voucher 
types

Specific help

In a matter of seconds, 
vouchers are validated, 
redeemed and the 
corresponding amount is 
sent to the business in 
real time without 
needing any manual 
process by any public or 
private administration 
organism

Full process is controlled 
and registered in in a 
blockchain network 
repository. Vouchers are 
issued and transacted 
using this technology 
making it virtually 
impossible to alter the 
outcome of the stimulus 
campaign.

The usage of a secure 
enterprise grade 
cryptography and QR 
voucher coding allows for 
quick transacting using 
any device or even 
computer notebooks. 
Remote eCommerce 
transactions are also 
supported in Eliza 
eWallet. 

Eliza eWallet supports 
the configuration of 
multiple voucher types 
(different amounts and 
acceptance rules for 
different sectors), all in a 
single campaign. Eliza 
eWallet may be used to 
design a business 
marketplace linked to the 
financial aid campaigns.

Eliza eWallet prevents 
financial aid as a stimulus 
to access underground 
economy. Vouchers must 
also be used in the time 
frame defined in the 
campaign, so this 
solutions helps to get the 
intended goal within the 
given timeframe.



According to collected data in previous projects driven by Eliza 
eWallet we have obtained that this type of stimulus plans using 
vouchers do generate a stimulus effect with a more than 170% 

first order multiplier (*)

Economic impact

(*) First order multiplier, is obtained dividing the total generated business in 
operations where vouchers take place by their net value.



eWallet enforces security and traceability using Hyperledger 
Fabric blockchain technology supported by IBM.

eWallet runs on IBM Cloud

Blockchain technology



Eliza eWallet is developed by Red Skios S.A.

info@skios.es

http://skios.es

+34 917 990 163


